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Abstract. It is well known that local patterns are at the core of a lot of
knowledge which may be discovered from data. Nevertheless, use of local
patterns is limited by their huge number and computational costs. Sev-
eral approaches (e.g., condensed representations, pattern set discovery)
aim at grouping or synthesizing local patterns to provide a global view
of the data. A global pattern is a pattern which is a set or a synthesis
of local patterns coming from the data. In this paper, we propose the
idea of global constraints to write queries addressing global patterns. A
key point is the ability to bias the designing of global patterns accord-
ing to the expectation of the user. For instance, a global pattern can be
oriented towards the search of exceptions or a clustering. It requires to
write queries taking into account such biases. Open issues are to design
a generic framework to express powerful global constraints and solvers
to mine them. We think that global constraints are a promising way to
discover relevant global patterns.
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1 Introduction
The constraint-based pattern mining framework is a powerful paradigm to dis-
cover relevant information from databases [13]. Constraints provide a focus on
the most promising knowledge by reducing the number of extracted patterns to
those of a potential interest given by the user. There are now generic approaches
to discover local patterns under constraints [5, 18] and this issue is rather well-
mastered, at least for the itemset data. Nevertheless, even if the number of pro-
duced patterns is reduced thanks to the constraint, the output still remains too
large for an individual and global analysis performed by the end-user. The most
significant patterns are lost among too many trivial, noisy and redundant infor-
mation. Many works propose methods to reduce the collection of patterns, like
the condensed representations [3] or the compression of the dataset by exploiting
Minimum Description Length Principle [16] but most of them are dedicated to
frequent patterns. Two recent approaches - constraint-based pattern set min-
ing [6] and pattern teams [10] - aim at reducing the redundancy by selecting
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patterns from the initial large set of patterns on the basis of their usefulness in
the context of the other selected patterns. But, these approaches cannot take
into account in a flexible way a bias given by the user to orient the final set of
patterns towards a specific aim like for instance the search of exceptions or a
clustering.
On the other hand, we think that it should be a pity to consider the synthesis
of local patterns only from the point of view of the redundancy. We claim that
local patterns can be fruitfully gathered to produce global patterns asked by the
end-user. Interestingly, such global patterns can capture the joint effect of local
patterns. For instance, in the context of co-classification, Pensa et al. show that
the bi-clusters of the final bi-partition (i.e., the global pattern) are not necessary
elements of the initial set of the local patterns. The bi-partition comes from a
reconstruction of the objects and attributes of the local patterns. Furthermore,
we think that local patterns are also suitable to revisit classical data exploration
tasks like for example classification or clustering. For instance, let us assume
that the user would like to produce a classifier based on rules. A complete and
correct constraint-based data mining method ensures to produce the proper set of
classification rules. It differs from the decision trees technique where the attribute
selection criterion ensures to pick the best attribute at each node but it does not
guarantee the best whole tree [2]. Obviously, having a proper set of classification
rules does not straightforwardly provide a relevant classifier. More generally, it is
clear that moving from local patterns to global patterns or models like classifiers
is still a challenge. Studying carefully the complementarity of the various pattern
domains (e.g., clustering and local pattern discovery, local pattern discovery as
feature construction for supervised classification) is needed. In this paper, we
address this general issue by using the constraint paradigm and defining global
constraints. We show that a lot of useful global patterns can be achieved in
a flexible and declarative way thanks to the notion of global constraints. This
approach enables the user to express a bias and discover relevant global patterns.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to related work and
provides some examples of global patterns coming from local patterns. We will
see that the current techniques are specific to the kind of targeted global patterns.
In Section 3, we propose the notion of global constraints and we show how
it enables to address a lot of global constraints. In Section 4, we discuss current
research which is related to this framework. We give an example of discovery
of local patterns in parallel universes. A further natural extension of the model
is to mine global constraints in several universes in order to get more powerful
global patterns and models.
2 Context and related work
In this section, we sketch some methods providing global patterns coming from
local patterns. We start by methods producing sets of all patterns satisfying
a property involving several local patterns. Then we give other examples of
methods building global syntheses from all the local patterns, these syntheses
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are oriented towards a bias given by the user like the designing of a classifier or
a clustering.
2.1 Global patterns as sets of local patterns
Finding characterization rules is an important issue in a lot of applications. The
usefulness of the simplest rules (i.e., rules having minimal premises) for this task
is shown in [4]. Basically, given a bounded number of exceptions δ, a rule has a
minimal premise if any rule with a proper subset of its premise and less than δ
exceptions does not enable to conclude on the same class value (Section 3 gives a
formal definition highlighting the comparison between two local patterns). Such
rules are inferred from a specific subset of the δ-free patterns [1]. Prototypes
extracting the condensed representations of the δ-free sets can be easily updated
to extract the whole collection of these patterns [4]. Unfortunately, this approach
cannot extended if we are interested in other kinds of characterization rules.
The discovering of exception rules from a data set without domain-specific
information is also of a great interest [20]. An exception rule is defined as a devi-
ational pattern to a strong rule and the interest of a rule is evaluated according
to another rule. Again, the comparison between rules means that these patterns
are not local patterns. Suzuki proposes a method based on sound pruning and
probabilistic estimation [20] to extract all exception rules. But, as previously,
this approach is devoted to this kind of patterns.
Another example is the top-k patterns. These patterns are the k patterns
maximizing an interestingness measurem (e.g., the frequency [8]). The collection
of the top-k patterns is concise and gathers the most relevant patterns according
to m. It can be seen as a global pattern. Nevertheless, patterns belonging to the
a collection of top-k patterns are sometimes trivial and often redundant.
2.2 Global patterns as models
Other examples start from the whole collection of local patterns to provide a
global pattern or a model. A typical example is the associative classification.
This technique proposes the integration of association rule mining and classifica-
tion [12, 11]. As the number of potential classification rules is very large, pruning
techniques are used. Rules which are redundant from a functional point of view
or may cause incorrect classification are deleted. Pruning is usually applied as a
post-processing step on the extracted rules by using statistical parameters such
as support, confidence and chi-square test. A more recent approach finds the
best k correlated association rules for classification by using a measure which
has suitable pruning properties [22]. A common characteristic of all these meth-
ods is to use heuristics techniques to select the rules from a complete collection
of local patterns to produce a classifier.
Associations, like the frequent patterns, are also at the core of clustering
works [21]. For instance, Ecclat [7] is based on frequent closed patterns and has
the originality to enable a slight overlapping between clusters. A global pattern
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produced by Ecclat is performed by a greedy method in which the interest of
a cluster is evaluated according to an interestingness measure.
Finally, let us come back on co-classification, already mentioned in Section 1.
This approach is a way of conceptual clustering and provides a limited collection
of bi-clusters. These bi-clusters are linked for both objects and attribute-value
pairs. In [15], the authors propose a generic framework for co-classification. Its
great interest is that the bi-partition comes from a reconstruction of the objects
and attributes of the local patterns. Nevertheless, a distance between the bi-sets
which are at the origin of the bi-clusters has to be chosen.
These examples show that combinations of local patterns are ad hoc to a
specific goal and often use heuristics or parameters which have to be set by the
user. The next section proposes to notion of global constraints and their use to
design a generic framework for producing global patterns and models.
3 Designing global constraints for mining global patterns
This section proposes the notion of global constraint which formalizes the build-
ing of the global patterns previously introduced. Global constraints consider
simultaneously at least two patterns contrary to usual constraints, named local,
which are checked individually on each pattern.
Definition 1 (Global constraint). A constraint q is said global if several pat-
terns have to be compared to check if q is satisfied or not.
Checking a usual local constraint requires individual information about a
pattern like its frequency, its cardinality, etc. On the contrary, a global con-
straint satisfaction is based on information coming from at least two patterns.
This point is highlighted in the examples given below by the two patterns X and
Y . For instance, several constraints (e.g., freeness, characterization rules, excep-
tion rules) require to check properties of the subsets Y of a X. Peak constraint
compares two neighbour patterns and top-k any pair of patterns.
We present now a non-exhaustive list of global constraints for illustrating
Definition 1 in the context of itemset mining. All the examples given in Sec-
tion 2.1 are written with the formalism of the global constraints. Some of them
are very well-known, like freeness or closedness. We also propose the peak con-
straint which highlights an exceptional behaviour of a pattern with respect to
its neighbors. The set of items is denoted by I and the language of itemsets
corresponds to LI = 2I .
– Freeness and closedness: A free (resp. closed) pattern is a minimal (resp.
the maximal) pattern of its equivalence class of frequency [1, 14]. This kind of
patterns is useful to design condensed representations or to derive association
rules. The frequency ofX, denoted by freq(X), corresponds to the number of
transactions containing X. These properties require to check the frequency
of X with respect to the frequencies of its subsets.
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freeness(X) ≡
{
true ∀Y ∈ LI such that Y ⊂ X, one have freq(X) < freq(Y )
false otherwise
closedness(X) ≡
{
true ∀Y ∈ LI such that X ⊂ Y , one have freq(X) > freq(Y )
false otherwise
– Characterization rules: A formulation of characterization rules is given
in [4]. It can be defined by the following global constraint:
characterization(X → c) ≡
{
true ∀Y ∈ LI such that X → c, Y ⊂ X,¬(Y → c)
false otherwise
where X → c denotes a rule with freq(X → c) ≥ γ and freq(X → ¬c) ≤ δ.
It means that X → c is a rule with minimal premise to conclude to c with
lower δ exceptions.
– Exceptions: Suzuki [20] defines exception rules which isolate unexpected
information as the following set or rules:
exception(XY → ¬A) ≡ X → A ∧XY → ¬A ∧ Y 6→ ¬A
The rule XY → ¬A is an exception rule since usually if X then A and if Y
then not frequently ¬A.
– Top-k constraint: Let k > 0 be an integer and m : LI → < be a measure
(e.g., frequency [8]). The top-k constraint w.r.t m are the k best patterns
according to m and it equals to:
topk,m(X) ≡ |{Y ∈ LI |Y 6= X ∧m(Y ) > m(X)}| < k
– Peak constraint: A peak pattern is a pattern whose surrounders have a
value for a measure m lower than a threshold. It means that a peak pattern
has an exceptional behaviour compared to its neighbours. Let m : LI → <
be a measure, d be a distance (e.g., d(X,Y ) = |X\Y | + |Y \X|), δ be an
integer and ρ be a real, one have:
peak(X) ≡ ∀Y ∈ LI such that d(X,Y ) < δ, one have m(X) ≥ ρ×m(Y )
All examples of global patterns given in Section 2.1 can be straightforwardly
expressed with global constraints. We think that this unified approach brought
by the global constraints improves the understandability of the global patterns.
Furthermore, this approach enables to easily design new global patterns like
peaks, but many other examples can be addressed.
Global constraints provide a reduced collection of patterns forming a coverage
or gathering the best ones according to a criterion. The covering constraints syn-
thetize the whole set of local patterns by deleting redudancies: freeness, closed-
ness, characterization rules. The optimizing constraints maximize a given crite-
rion over some patterns (i.e., exceptions, peak constraint) or over all the patterns
(i.e., top-k constraint). The border between these two categories is fuzzy: for in-
stance, a characterization rule also satisfies a criterion, i.e., a maximal number
of exceptions.
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4 Research open problems
In this section, we discuss current research open problems related to the design
and the use of global constraints for discovering global patterns and models.
Mining patterns under global constraints This task is harder than the usual
constraint-based pattern mining. A naive post-processing method is slow or in-
tractable due to the very high number of comparisons between patterns required
by the global constraints. Specific global constraints like closedness [14] or free-
ness [1] have dedicated algorithms mainly relying on anti-monotone pruning. A
branch-and-bound algorithm for top-k patterns is proposed in [6], but only few
measures are addressed. To the best of our knowledge, there is no general method
of pattern mining under global constraints. Recently, the new Approximate-and-
Push approach [17] enables to mine different global constraints like freeness,
closedness or top-k constraint by dynamically relaxing global constraints into
local ones. Finally, approaches coming from the field of Constraint Satisfaction
Problem (CSP) would be probably useful for the pattern mining under global
constraints [9]. CSP has the ability to define constraints on several variables.
These constraints are able to synthesize sets of elementary constraints and they
provide more powerful pruning conditions for handling global constraints.
Global constraints for global models In Section 2.2, we saw that a whole collec-
tion of local patterns is used to infer global patterns and models. We think that
global constraints enable to go further in this direction. Indeed, by selecting
patterns revealing a global structure emerging from the database, global con-
straints can provide richer patterns than the local patterns currently used. For
this purpose, local patterns can be compared and then restrain to a smaller col-
lection gathering the best ones or forming a coverage (for instance, discovering
the k best classification rules according to interestingness and coverage criteria).
Open avenue is to design high-level constraints to directly build global models,
it would avoid the choice of heuristics, as it is the case in the current methods
(see Section 2.2). We think that it is a promising and powerful approach.
Global constraints in parallel universes Parallel universes is a way to build global
models from a set of connected universes, each object may have a different (and
partial) representation in each universe. Local patterns can be of multiple types.
We briefly give now an example of discovering local patterns from several data
resources which can be seen as distinct universes. A constraint-based approach
links the information scattered in the different sources. A constraint selects the
most relevant patterns by evaluating their interestingness in relation with the
different sources. Previous work [19], shows that the constraints based on a set
of primitives enable to link the information disseminated in various knowledge
sources. For instance, in the domain of genomics, biologists are interested in
constraints both on synexpression groups and common characteristics of the
genes and/or biological situations involved in these groups. Figure 1 illustrates
this constraint-based task with a typical query. Each part of the constraint q
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refers to a different universe indicated on the right: synexpression groups/boolean
matrix, description of genes/textual data and similarity matrices.
Boolean matrix D
Situations Genes
s1 A E F
s2 B C D
s3 A B C D E F
s4 A B C D
Similarity matrix
A B C D E F
A .07 ? ? .2 0
B .06 ? ? 0
C .07 .05 .04
D .03 .1
E ?
Textual data
A ’metal ion binding’ ’transcription factor’
B ’serine-type peptidase activity’ ’proteolysis’
C ’DNA binding’ ’metal ion binding’
D ’ATP binding’ ’nucleotide binding’
E ’proteolysis’
F ’ATP binding’ ’metal ion binding’
freq, length,... regexpsumsim, svmsim,...
q(X) ≡ freq(X)× count(X) ≥ 24 Boolean matrix
∧ count(regexp(X,′ ∗ribosom∗′, TEXT terms)) ≤ 1 Textual data
∧ svsim(X, TEXT)/(svsim(X, TEXT) +mvsim(X, TEXT)) ≥ 0.7 Similarity matrix
∧ sumsim(X, TEXT)/svsim(X, TEXT) ≥ 0.025 Similarity matrix
Fig. 1. Example of a genomic mining context and a constraint through parallel uni-
verses.
A further step is clearly to extend the notion of global constraints to par-
allel universes. The global constraints would benefit from comparisons between
patterns coming from different universes (e.g., synexpression groups and gene
descriptions in litterature) in order to reveal stronger correlations. For instance,
exception rules through several universes may reveal very unexpected knowledge,
e.g., a synexpression group X concluding on cancer while connected gene de-
scriptions concluding on no cancer. One global constraint formalizing such rules
could be (the function Φ connects the different parallel universes by returning
the patterns describing X in the other universes):
exception(X) ≡ X → cancer ∧ (∀Y ∈ Φ(X) ∧ Y → nocancer)
Consequently, such global constraints over several universes need to mine
in parallel local patterns in each universe for comparing them. We think that
the context of parallel universes emphasizes the interest of the global constraint
approach for discovering knowledge from data and local patterns.
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